THE SECOND DUAL OF THE SPACE OF
CONTINUOUS FUNCTIONS. IV
BY

SAMUEL KAPLAN

1. Introduction. In the present paper, we return to a compact space X.
C denotes the Banach space of continuous (real) functions on X, and L and M,
its first and second duals. C is actually a Banach lattice, and as with all Banach
lattices, L is precisely the space i)(C) of (order) bounded linear functionals onC;

and similarly, M is precisely £2(L).
Our continuing aim is the investigation of the structure of M and the manner
in which C is imbedded in M. In pursuance of this, we single out, in this paper,
two objects of study :
(1) Given a vector lattice E, the space ¿2(E) of (order) continuous linear
functionals is a closed ideal in fi(E). It may, at one extreme, coincide with fi(E),
and at the other, consist only of 0. As we know [7[, fi(M) = L, which has received considerable study. About ¿2(C), however, and its relationship to M, not
too much has been known, and we make it one of our objects of study here.
(2) For eachf e M, let u(f) denote the smallest u.s.c. element ^ f, and /(f) denote
the largest l.s.c. element £¡ f. u(f) and /(f) correspond respectively to the closure
and interior of a set in topology. We call an element f of M rare (corresponding
to nowhere dense) if /(«(|f|)) = 0. The rare elements constitute a norm-closed
ideal Ra in M. It is Ra which is our second principal object of study.
In §2, we establish the elementary properties of w(f) and /(f). In §3, we do
the same for Ra. In §4, we start with the decomposition L = Q(C) © Q(Ra)
and proceed to study the structure of M in terms of it. §§5, 7, 8, and 9 continue
this study; in §9, we also discuss the cut-completion of C. In §10, we study the
ff-closure of Ra; we denote it by Me and call its elements meager (the terms
"rare" and "meager" are taken from Bourbaki). In §11, we consider the case
where C itself is a complete vector lattice.
§§6 and 12 are devoted to the study and application of a (vector lattice) homomorphism of the type h:C(X)->-C(Y), the resulting transpose mapping

h':L(Y)->L(X), and the second transpose h" : M(X) -> M(Y).
We want to comment here on the parallel between (M)-spaces and Boolean
algebras. The Stone space of a Boolean algebra is totally disconnected, and in fact
the Boolean algebra can be identified with the family of clopen (closed-andopen) subsets of the space. In contradistinction to this, the Kakutani-Stone
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space of an (M)-space is in general not totally disconnected. On the one hand,
of course, we have a gain ; every compact space X is the Kakutani-Stone space
of some (M)-space, viz. C(X). On the other hand, it seems to indicate that a
large part of the theory of Boolean algebras has no parallel in that of (M)spaces.
But now consider the following. In the parallel between functions and sets,
upper semicontinuous functions correspond to closed sets and lower semicontinuous functions to open sets. It follows continuous functions correspond to
clopen sets. Thus, for example, the basic property of a totally disconnected
compact space, that every open neighborhood of a closed set contains a clopen
neighborhood of the set, finds its parallel in the following property of any compact space (actually of more general spaces): between every upper semicontinuous function and lower semicontinuous function lying above it, there is
always a continuous function. So after all, in some sense, "total disconnectedness" is still with us. Perhaps we can have our cake and eat it too.
As a result of these heuristic considerations, we suggest the following as a
fertile intuitive tool for carrying over properties of Boolean algebras to (M)spaces: to consider M as the set of "bounded functions" on some totally disconnected compact base space, and to consider the imbedding of C in M as
the "representation" of C on the set of "clopen functions" of the base space—
a base space which actually does not exist. Theorem (11.1) below, for example,
is better understood in this light.
At the request of the journal, we have omitted, throughout the paper, proofs
which involve only routine calculations.
2. The operations u, I. and S. The unmodified term "convergence" always
means order-convergence, and unless otherwise indicated, the terms "limit,"
"closure," "continuous linear functional," etc., are with respect to this (order)
convergence.
I and J always denote ideals. If I is a closed ideal in a complete vector lattice E,
then we denote the projection in I of a subset A of E by A,; in particular, the
component in I of a eE is denoted by a,. If I is the closed ideal generated by
a single element b, then we may write Ab and ab in place of A, and ax. Note that
then Eb = I.
For typographical reasons, Ä, will denote the (order) closure of A„ not (Ä),.
Similarly, if a set is denoted by two letters, such as Ra, we will denote its closure
by a bar over the first letter only: Ra.

We define operations w:M->S, J:M->S by

(2.1)

u(f)= A{g|geC, gfcf}, /(f)= V{g|geC,g^f}.

In short, «(f) is the smallest u.s.c. element _ f and /(f) is the largest l.s.c. element
= f. They correspond to the closure and interior of a set in topology. We develop

the arithmetic of these two operations.
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Clearly, f is u.s.c. if and only if f = w(f), f is l.s.c. if and only if f = /(f), and
f e C if and only if f = «(f) = /(f).
The following properties are immediate:

(2.2) (a) f^g implies 1(f)£ 1(g), «(f) á «(g)(b) 7/A is a non-negative real number, then «(Af) = A«(f) and /(Af) = A/(f).

(c) «(-f)=-/(f).
Almost as immediate are

(2.3) For any bounded set A of M,

(a) «(ArrtO Ú Af.A«(f) ^ Vf.A«(f)^«(Vr.Af).
(b) /(AfeAf)á AfeAÍ(f) Û Vf.A/(f)á/(Vf.AO.
For a finite number of elements, the last inequality in (a) and the first in (b)
become equalities:

«(f) V«(g) = «(fVg),
(2.4)
(2.5)

/(f) A/(g) = /(fAg),
/(f) + /(g) z%/(f + g) z%/(f) + «(g) ^ w(f+ g) ^ «(f) + «(g).

As a corollary, we obtain

(2.6) /(o - «(g)z%nf-g)z%
1®2 "(¡) * "(f- «)^ "(f)-w ■
The following corresponds to a standard property of an open set.

(2.7) If g is l.s.c, then for any feM, «(f) A g è "(f A g).

Proof, «(f)-«(f) A g = («(O-g)+ è(f-g)+

= f-fAgèf-«(fAg),

whence

(i) «(fAg) + «(f)-«(f) Age fNow from the first equality, «(f) —«(f) A g is u.s.c, hence, also the left side
of (i). It follows we can replace the right side of (i) by «(f), and we have the de-

sired result.
For an arbitrary g e M, if we let /(g) be the g in (2.7), we have «(f) A'(g)
$ «(f A /(g)) û «(f A g). This gives the
Corollary.

Given f,g e M, // f A g = 0» then u(f) A /(g) = 0.

(2.7) also gives us the following, which we will need later.
(2.8)

Given a family {gx} of l.s.c. elements, for any feM,

«[v/(«(f AgJ)] = «(/(«( Vf Ag.))).

we have
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Proof. For any family {f.}, V«'(«(Q) = KV«"(Q)^/(«(VA)) (2-3); hence

(i) u[Va/(«(Q)]= «(/("(VX)))Thus, to establish (2.8), we need only show that the left side _ the right side.

From (2.7), u(f Ag«) = "(0 A g* = /(«(f)) A g«. Since this last is l.s.c, we
obtain /(«(f A gj) ^ /("(f)) A g., hence /(«(f A g«))è /(«(f)) A f A g., hence

V^(«(fAgJ) i? /(«(f))A(V/AgJ. Applying(2.7) again, n[ W("(f Ag,))]
= /(«(f))A«( V«fAg.) = /("(f))A /(«(V«fAgj) = /(w(V«f
A g))-Sincethe first
member of this last chain of inequalities is u.s.c, we can apply u to the last
member, thus completing the proof.
Propositions (2.4) through (2.7) can be simplified if one of the elements involved is in C:

(2.9) 7/ geC, then for any feM, u(f Vg) = «(0 Vg, «(f Ag) = «(0 Ag,
"(f+g) = u(f)+ g; and similarly with u replaced by I.
These are easily verified either by using the above propositions or the original
definitions of u and /. Setting g = 0 in (2.9), we obtain

(2.10) (a) (u(f))+ = u(f+),

(b) (/(f))+ = /(f+),

(c) («(f))"= ¡in,
id) (/(f))" = «(f").
Thus,

(2.11) (a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

u(f) = u(f+)-/(n,
|U(f)| = u(f+) + /(r),
/(f) = /(f+)-u(f-),
|/(f)| = /(f+) + u(f-).

This gives in turn,

(2-12)

H\f\)=j"^J = ui\f\).

Proof. |f | =f++f_^u(f+)

+ r. Applying(2.5), /(|f|)^«(f+) + /(r) = |u(f)|.

The other inequalities are shown similarly.
Remark. It is not hard to show that actually u(|f|) = |u(f)| V|/(f)|-

(2.13) Given f, geM,

l»(f)-»(g)L ... ,,
|/(f)-;(g)|s"(|f-g|)'

Given/ eM, consider the two numbers Xx=inf{A|Al ^f},A2 = sup{A|Al ;Sf}.

Then ¡|f[j =max(|A1 |,|A2|). Now Al = f if and only if Al£u(f), and Al = f
if and only if Al = /(f). Combining this with (c) of (2.2) and the fact that

flf||= || -ffl, weobtain
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||/(f)||).

7n particular,

for

fèo, jfl-l«(f)l.
Combining this in turn with (2.13), we have the

Corollary.

Given f, g e M,

IITO-'(g)I -'

"

Thus, the operations u and I are norm-continuous.

Given feM, we will denote «(f) —/(f) by ¿(f). ¿(f) corresponds to the saltus
of a function in function theory and to the frontier of a set in topology. We

have immediately:

(2.15)(a) ¿(f) ^ 0, and ¿(f) = 0 if and only if f eC,
(b) ¿(f) is u.s.c,

(c) ¿(-f) = ¿(f),

(d) ¿(Af)=|A|¿(f),

(2.16)

«JVgsí(f)V«g).

(2.17)

¿(f) - ¿(g) ==¿(fí |) ^ ¿(f) + ¿(g).

Since / and g can be interchanged in (2.17), we have

(2.18)

W-^\^%+-%'

We can strengthen

one of the inequalities in (2.17):

(2.19) ¿(f + g) z%¿(f Vg) + ¿(f A g) Ú <5(0+ <5(g).
Setting g = 0 in (2.19), and applying (c) of (2.15), we obtain

(2.20) ¿(f) = ¿(f+) + ¿(f_).
Corollary,

¿(f) g 2 «(|f|).

Proof. Since f+^0,

¿(f+) ^«(f+) ^«(|f|),

and similarly for ¿(T).

Combining the corollary with (2.17) and (2.14),
(2.21) ¡¿(f) —¿(g) || Ú 2||f —g||. Thus the operation

3 is norm-continuous.

(2.22) Given a component e of 1, «(e) and /(e) are also components of 1.
Now, given a closed ideal I in M, let us denote by «(I) and /(I) the ideals generated by «(!,) and /(!,) respectively. From the above theorem, «(I) and /(I) arc
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then M = /(I)

0«(I).
We know [7, (4.3)] that C = M. In general, given a closed ideal I in M, and
setting D = CnI
(for typographical reasons), we need not have D = I: for
example, CnMj =0. The precise description of D is given by

(2.23) 7/1 is any closed ideal in M, then setting D = C HI, D = /(I) ihence

D' = «(F)).
Proof. We note first that CnI = Cn/(I). For, feCnl,
f = 0, implies
f^XlxiX^0),
hence f = /(Ali) = A/(l,), and thus f e/iF^ It follows we can
assume, for simplicity, that I = 1(1). Now S = M, hence S, = I. But 1] is l.s.c,
and therefore S^Snl.
Thus, to complete the proof, it is enough to show
every element of Sn I is in the closure of Cnl. Since 1, is l.s.c, an element
of S n I is the difference of two positive l.s.c. elements in I; each of these last
is the supremum of elements of C n I.
Given an ideal I in M, Ix -in-L = (I)x -in-L (since L = £2(M)), and is of
course w(L,M)-closed. It is not, in general, w(L,C)-closed. However,

(2.24) Given an
(/(I))X-/B-L.
Proof.

ideal

I

in

M,

the w(L,C)-closure

of Ix-in-L

is

For simplicity, we omit the designations "in L" and "in M." From

[7,(3.3)] and the fact that M = ñ(L), I±A= I. It follows (I-L)J-in-C = Cn Ï,
hence, the w(L,C)-closure of Ix is (Cnï)1. From (2.23) this last is (Z(I))\ and
we are through.
We close this section with a resume of the relations between our operations

u, /and the topology of X. Let I be a closed ideal in M and F = {xeX|f(x) = 0
forallfeCnI}.From
our discussion in [8, §4],C(F) =C/CnI,L(F)=(CnI)iin-L, and M(F) = (Cnl)'-in-M
(whence C(F) = CM(F)). From our preceding
discussion, we also have L(F) = (/(I))x, M(F) = «(F), and C(F) = C„(n.
3. The ideal Ra of rare elements. We will call f = 0 rare if /(«(f)) = 0; more
generally, feM will be called rare if |f| is rare.

(3.1) Given feM, the following statements are equivalent:
1° f is rare;
2° f+, f~are both rare;

3° /(«(f))= «(/(f))= 0;
4° /(«(f)) = 0 = «(/(f)).
Proof. We need only show that 4° implies Io. w(|f|) = u(f V(-f))=

«(f) V«(-f)

(2.4). Applying (2.7) and (2.2), /(«( jf|)) = «(f) V/(«(-f)) = »(f) V (-«(/(f)))
£«(f)V0. It follows /(«(|f|)) = /(«(f) VO)= /(u(f))VO (2.9) = 0. Since
/("(|f|))=0,

this gives equality and completes the proof.
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The rare elements constitute a norm-closed ideal in M; we denote it

by Ra.
Proof. To show Ra is an ideal, it is enough, because of (a) in (2.2), to show
that if f and g are two positive rare elements, then so is f + g and so is Af for all

A^O. Well, from (2.5), /(«(f + g)) £/(«(f) + «(g))^ /(«(f))+ "(g) = «(g); it
follows /(«(f + g))g/(«(g)) = 0. That /(«(Af))= 0 follows from (2.2).
It remains

to prove Ra is norm-closed.

|| /(«(f)) -/(«(g))|| Ú ¡f-g|,

|| «(/(f))-«(/(g))||

From the corollary

Ú ||f-g||.

to (2.14),

This implies that

property 3° in (3.1) is retained on passage to the norm-closure of Ra, which
completes the proof.
Ra is, in general, not <7-closed. However, it does have the following property
(the Category Theorem).

(3.3) Iff = Vnœ=if„.
{Q<=Ra+, then /(f) = 0.
Proof. Suppose on the contrary that there exists g e C, 0 < g z%f, and set
A= ||g||. Since g = Vn(g A «(fn)), we can assume, to start with, that the fn's
are u.s.c. and feC. We will obtain by induction a sequence {gn} <=C satisfying

(i) gtúgiú-úU
(ii) gn=?fn> n-1,2,-,

(iii)gn£f-(A/2)l,
n = l,2,-.
We first remark that f-(A/2)l$0,
by definition of A. Since f-(A/2)leC,
it follows that for any heM, /(h) = 0 implies hj£f —(A/2)l. We proceed to
obtain our sequence. /(ft) = 0, hence by the remark, ft ^ f —(A/2)l. But f y
is the infimum of all the elements of C which lie above it and below f, hence,
for at least one of these elements, gx, we also have gx ^f —(A/2)l. Assume
gi,-..,gn have been chosen to satisfy (i), (ii), (iii).

(iv) gnVf„+i£f-(A/2)l.
For, suppose f-(A/2)l z%gavf„+1 ^g„ + f„+i; then f-(A/2)l-gn
hence

^fn+1,

f —(A/2)l - gn ^ 0 (fn+1 is rare), or gn ^ f —(A/2)l, contradicting

(iii).

It follows from (iv), as in the choice of glf that there exists gn+1 eC such that

g„Vf„+1ag»+iâf,g„+,|f-

(A/2)l.

We thus have a sequence {gn} satisfying (i), (ii), (iii). Combining f = Vnfn
with (i) and (ii) gives us that gn f f. Applying the Dini theorem, limn- x || f - gn || = 0,

giving us a contradiction with (iii).
Suppose f is l.s.c. and geRa; then, for any heC,

For, f —h^g,

h^f

hence, from (3.1), f —h^O (since f-h

the above f is u.s.c, then for any heC, h^f+g

—g implies h ^ f.

is l.s.c). Similarly, if

implies h i£ f. Consequently,

(3.4) (a) If f is l.s.c. and geRa, then u(f±g)^u(f).
(b) If f is u.s.c. and geRa, then /(f ± g) ^ /(f).
More generally, the conclusions hold if g is any positive element such that

/(g) = 0.
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Combining this with (2.14),

(3.5) 7/feC

and geRa, then ||f ± g|| = ||f ||.

Remark. The argument for (3.5) also shows that (3.5) holds if f is a positive
l.s.c. element. We will need this later.
We will also need the following two propositions.

(3.6) (a) feRa implies ¿(f) eRa.
(b) feS implies <5(f)eRa.
Proof,

(a) follows from the corollary to (2.20). To show (b), it suffices to

assume that f is u.s.c. (2.17). Then «(¿(f)) = ¿(f) = f -/(f),
= /(f- /(f)) = /(f) - /(f) = 0, from (2.6), and we are through.
(3.7)

Given a family

hence /(«(¿(f)))

{gx} of l.s.c. elements, iff A ga eRa/or

all x, then

Va(fAg«)eRa.
Proof. Denote V«(f Ag«) by g; we show /(«(g)) = 0 = «(/(g)), which will
give us g e Ra (3.1). /(«(f A gj) S 0 for all x, by (3.1), hence \fjiu(f A g„))= 0,
hence u[V«/(w(f A gj)] = 0. Now apply (2.8). To show «(/(g)) = 0, choose an
arbitrary a; then g = f A g«, hence «(/(g)) = «(/(f A gj) = 0 (3.1).
4. A decomposition of L. The first consequence of singling out the ideal Ra as
an object of interest is the resulting decomposition of L and M. We assume a
familiarity with the discussion in [8, §2].
Since Ra is an ideal, its closure Ra is also, and we can write M = Ra©Ra'.
Further, Rax-in-L is a closed ideal, since M = Q(L), and we have
L = (Rax-in-L) © (Rax-in-L)' — we_write it simply L = Rax © Rax'. We note
also that since L = fi(M), Rax = (Ra)x. Concerning the following theorem, cf.

[3, Proposition 1] and [15, §22].

(4.1)

Ra" = °(Q'
Rax' = ñ(Ra).

Thus, L = ñ(C)©ñ(Ra).
Proof. Consider p. e Rax, p = 0, and suppose fa \0 in C; we show lima/i(fj = 0.
If we set f = f\xfx (in M, of course), then clearly feRa, hence /i(f) = 0. But

L = Ö(M), and therefore lim^ifj

= ¿i(f) = 0. Thus, Raxc ¿2(C).Conversely,

consider /leQ(C), p. _ 0, and any element f of Ra+. Let {fx} be the descending
net of all elements of C = f. Then faj0 in C, hence limj^Q = 0. Since

0 _ ¿¿(f)^ piQ

for all a, we have /i(f) = 0. Thus p e Rax, and the first

equality is proved.
To prove the second equality, we call on the general theorem
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Let E be a complete vector lattice and fi(E) separating

on E. Then

for any ideal I in E,

0(1) n íi(E) = Ix'-in-ñ(E).
A proof is given in the appendix (I). Applying this to the ideal Ra in M, we have
that Rax = Q(Ra) n fi(M). Now Ra has the additional property that it is normclosed, hence, from standard Banach space theory, that £2(Ra) can be iden-

tified with i2(M)/(Rax-in-fi(M))
Q(Ra)cQ(M);

a fortiori

and therefore with R-'-'-in-n(M). Thus,

ñ(Ra)cfi(M),

and we have Rax'=

Q(Ra).

From (4.1) we have

(4.3)

Ra' = "2(C)'
Ra

= ñ2(Ra).

Thus, M = Q2(C)©fi2(Ra).
(4.4) Corollary.

The following two statements are equivalent:

Io n(C) = 0,
2° Ra is a dense ideal in M.
An example where C2(C)= 0 is supplied by taking for X the real interval [0,1].
More generally, this is true for any compact space X with no isolated points
which contains a countable dense set. For, if X satisfies these conditions, then
given any p e L, there exists a nowhere dense set in X of nonzero p-measure.
We state this in a slightly more general form (cf. [18]).

(4.5) If X has no isolated points, then each pei2(C)
separable closed subset of [18, Corollaire 2] X.

vanishes on every

As another example where Q(C)=0, let N be the set of natural numbers, ßN
its Stone-Cech compactification, and take for X the complement /JN\Nof N
in /ÍN. X has the property that the intersection of a descending sequence of open
sets has nonempty interior [4,6S]. Hence, as Dieudonné points out [3, Lemma 8],
not only is Q(C) = 0, but every element of L has a nowhere dense support.
At the other extreme, let X be the Alexandroff one-point compactification
oeN of N, and denote the new point by y. Then Q(Ra) consists only of the onedimensional linear subspace Ry generated by y, and Q(C) = 11(N). The case
fi(Ra) = 0 occurs if and only if X is a finite set. We discuss this together with
additional examples at the end of this section.
To obtain further insight into the pair of decompositions, L = Q(Ra)©£2(C),
M = Ra©Ra', we turn to a different pair of decompositions. In the present
paper, G will always denote the open subset of X consisting of all the isolated
points, and K will denote the complement of G. Since K is compact, we have
the Banach lattice C(K) of continuous functions on K, and its first and second

duals L(K),M(K).
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It is easy to see that if f is an element of C which vanishes on all of K, then
for each X > 0, |f(x)| = X for only a finite number of x's. Thus, the subset of
C {f eC|f(x)=0for
all x e K} (which is clearly an ideal in C), is precisely (c0)(G).
From the discussion in [8, §4]: (c0)(G) is norm-closed; C/(c0)(G) = C(K);
(c0)(G)x = L(K); and (c0)(G)x' = F(G). Thus

,. _
(4.6)

L = F(G)©L(K)

and itherefore),

M = 1°°(G)©M(K).
We develop the relationship between this pair of decompositions and our
preceding pair in the next three theorems. Since L0 = F(X) [6, (4.6)], the decomposition X = G u K gives L0 = l^G)©^)
= 11(G)©(L(K))0, and

M0 - 1»(G) © 1"(K) = 1°°(G)© (M(K))0.

li(G) - (fl(C))o,
1-(G) = (Ra')o,
Proof.

Each xeG

(L(K))0 = (ñ(Ra))0.
(M(K))o = (Ra)0.

is clearly a continuous linear functional on C: xefi(C).

This gives Gcf2(C), hence, l1(G)cfl(C). On the other hand, consider xeK
and let g be the element of M0 such that g(x) = 1, g(y) = 0 for all y e X, y # x.
Since x is not isolated, g e Ra, hence x e Q(Ra). Thus, K c Q(Ra), whence.
(L(K))0 <=Q(Ra). The decomposition of L0 above now gives the first two equalities of the theorem. The last two equalities follow from the first.

From (4.6) and (4.7) we obtain

(4-8)

W

= ¿KRä)©(ö(Q)1,

M(K) = Ra©(Ra')iLess trivial (cf. the discussion following (2.22)) is

(4.9) The following equivalent properties hold:

(a) L(K) is the w(L,C)-c/os«re of S2(Ra);
(b) M(K) = «(Ra);
(c) 1-(G) = /(Ra').
Proof. That(b) and (c) are equivalent follows from 1°°(G)© M(K) = Ra' © Ra
and the discussion following (2.22). That (a) is equivalent to them follows from
(2.24). It is thus enough to prove (c), and for this it is enough, from (2.23) to

show
(i) CnRa' = (c0)(G).
Suppose f eCn Ra', f _ 0; we show f vanishes on all of K. Consider xeK
and let f(x) = X= 0. Then Xg_ f, where g is the element of M0 defined in the
proof of (4.7). Since feRa' and geRa, we must have X = 0. This proves (i),

and with it (4.9).
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We consider the question: which of the four summands (Í2(C))0, (fi(C))1(
(Q(Ra))0, and (Q(Ra))t (and their dual summands in M) can reduce to 0? As
we saw earlier, we may have ñ(C) = 0, hence a fortiori, (¿2(C))0 = (¿2(C))! = 0.
As an example where (¿2(C))! = 0 while (£2(C))0^ 0, let X be any space for which
K has empty interior—ocN or /JN will do. Then C n M(K) = 0, hence 1M(K)e Ra,
hence M(K) = Ra, and from (4.8), (Ra')i = 0, whence of course (Q(C))! = 0.
We may also have (¿2(C))0 = 0 while (¿2(C))! =¿0: Let p be the Lebesgue measure
on the linear interval [0,1], and take for C the space ¿¿""ip), that is, let X

be the Kakutani-Stone space of ¿""(p). As we know [7, (5.4)], ¿2(C)= JS^QO,
hence is even separating on C. However, (£2(C))0= 0. For, if X contained an
isolated point, ¿2(C) would contain an element not expressible as the sum of
two disjoint elements; but ^C1ip) contains no such element.
Another example is furnished by taking for C the entire space (M([0,1]))1;
or more generally, any M2 ± 0. In Dixmier's terminology, the X in the paragraph
above is of "genre denombrable," while that obtained from (M([0,1])), is not.
Turning to ¿2(Ra), (¿2(Ra))0 = 0 if and only if X is a finite set, since an infinite compact set contains at least one nonisolated point. Since for X finite,

Q(Ra) = 0, we have that (¿2(Ra))0= 0 if and only if ¿2(Ra) = 0. We can have
(f2(Ra))j =0 for infinite X: aN furnishes such an example.
5. On ¿2(C). Nakano [12] and Dixmier [3] have studied ¿2(C) for the case
where C is (vector lattice) complete. Actually, Nakano considers ¿2(E), E any
complete vector lattice, while Dixmier, like ourselves, confines himself to ¿2(C)
(he calls its elements the normal measures on X). However, many of the properties of ¿2(C) are not dependent on the completeness of C. We discuss some
of these in the present section, and take up the case where C is complete later

(§11).
We recall some notation and definitions from [6, §12]. Given peL, then
by our general notation, Lß is the closed ideal generated by p. We denote its

dual Lx'-in-M by M„. L„ can be identified with =S?i(p)and M„ with -S?°°(p).
The ideal in M generated by L1 nU(=M),n
U) is denoted by N(p), and its
elements are called p-negligible. And U + N(p) is denoted by Jtip), and
its elements called p-integrable. From [6, (12.7)], feN(p) implies f+eN(p)
and f* e N(p). In general it does not imply /(f) e N(p) or «(f) e N(p) (note that

/(f) áf» áf* á "(f))- However,
(5.1) 7/pe¿2(C), then feN(p) implies /(f)eN(p), «(f)eN(p).
Proof. From (2.12) it is enough to consider f ^0 and prove «(f)eN(p).
Assume first that feLxnU.
Let {fj be the descending net of all elements
of S^f;
by definition of U, falf. It follows infap(fa) = p(f) = 0. Since
peRax, piuiQ) = p(fj for all a (3.6). Thus infap(u(fa)) = 0, and the inequality
«(f) Ú "(fj f°r ab" a gives us M"(f)) = 0. Now, let f be any positive element of
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Nfjt). f ^ g for some g e Lxn U. Since «(f) = «(g) e N(ji), it follows «(f) e N(/i)
also.
(5.2)

[3, Proposition 2]. If /ieQ(C),

then for every f which is p-integrable,

(/(0),- f„ - ("(0),Proof. We note first that from (3.6), the theorem holds for all feS. Next,
consider feU. f^«(f), hence, f^ («(/))„; we show the opposite inequality.
Again, let {fx} be the set of all elements of S which are _ f. Then, on the one

hand (i) f„ = A«(f«)f«>and on tne other, (ii) «(f) = A«U(Q- It follows
(«(0),, = AÁKQ\ = AÁQfi = f"r We thus have the second equality in the statement of the theorem for f e U ; the first is shown similarly. Finally, consider

f = g+ h,ge U,heN(/i). Again, we need only show («(f)L.g f„. «(f)- «(g)+ «(h)

(2.5), hence, («(f)),£ («(g))„+ («00),. Applying(«(h))„= h„ = 0 (5.1) and the
fact that the theorem holds for g, we obtain («(f)), = («(g))„ = gp = f,, and we
are through.

Corollary.

// /ieQ(C), then for each heM,,

h=0, we have (u(h))M=«.

Proof. There exists f e Ba such that f„ = h (cf. [6, (12.4)]), hence by (5.2),
(«(f))„ = h. Since h = 0, h = «(f), therefore h = «(h) = «(f), and we have the
desired result.
We have another consequence of (5.2). In the proof of the corollary, we recalled that M, = (Ba),,. This is true for any p e L. For p e fi(C), we can say more.
(5.3) Given peÙiC), Mp = (Ban S)„. More precisely, each heM„ can be
written h = fpfor some feBa which is u.s.c. iand also h = fMfor some feBa

which is l.s.c).
Proof. For simplicity, we can assume p _ 0. Consider h e Mp and choose
g u.s.c. such that g, = h (5.2). Let A = {feC|f^g};
then g= /\A, hence
/i(g) = inff.jjjUJ). Choose {f,}cA such that piQ = pig) + 1/n (n-1,2,-),
and let f = Anfn- f is a u.s.c. element in Ba ; we show f„ = h. /¿(f) = infnpifn) = pig),

hence/i(f-g)=0; since f - g _ 0, it follows (f- g), = 0, whence f„ - g,=0 and
thus f„ = g„ = h.

(5.4) (Cf. [3, Proposition 5].) If Q(C) is separating on C, then

Q NG0= Ra.
Mß(C)

Proof. Consider /leQ(C), and let f be any element of Ra, f _ 0. «(f) eRa,
hence «(f) eLx hence, M(f)eN(/i), hence feN(/z). Thus, RacN(/i)
for every
/zeñ(C). Conversely, suppose f _0, f^Ra. Then, there exists geC such that
0 < g = «(f), and since ¿2(C) is separating on C, /i(g) > 0 for some p e fi(C),

p = 0. This gives /i(w(f))> 0, hence «(f) i Nip), hence, from (5.1), f i Nip).
Since N(/i) is c-closed for every p [6, (12.6)], we obtain the
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[3, Proposition
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on C, then Ra is a-closed.

If ¿2(C) is separating

on C, then

Jliß) = {feM|¿(f)eRa}

= S + Ra.

H eñ(C)

Proof. If îeJt(p),

then (¿(f)), = («(f)-/(f)), = («(f)),-(/(f)), = 0 (5.2);

since ¿(f) is u.s.c, it follows ¿(f)eN(p). Combining this with (5.4), if feJtip)
for all p e ¿2(C), then ¿(f) e Ra. Conversely, if ¿(f) e Ra, then for every p e ¿2(C),
¿(f) e N(p), hence f - /(f) e N(p), hence f e S + N(p) c 3f(p). The second equality
in the theorem is always true; it is proved in (8.3).
6. Homomorphisms of C. In this section we develop some properties of
linear transformations of vector lattices, and in particular of C, which we will
need. It will be assumed below, without explicit mention, that Í2(E) and Í2(F)
are separating on E and F respectively.
A linear transformation T:E->F of one vector lattice into another will be
called a positive transformation if TE+ <=F+, or equivalently, if it is orderpreserving. For later use, we note the property | Ta | _gT j a | for every aeE.
The definition, (Vi¡/)(íi) = \¡/(Ta) for all \j/eil(F) and aeE, defines a linear
transformation T':i2(F)-> 0(E)—the transpose of T—which is also positive.
From standard vector space theory, T is continuous with respect to the topologies
w(E,Q(E)), w(F,£2(F)), and T* is continuous with respect to w(£2(F),F),
w(i2(E),E). We are more interested in order-continuity. T will be called continuous if aa -* a in E implies Ta„ -> Ta in F.
(6.1)

Given a positive

transformation

T:E->F,

discontinuous.

Proof. It is enough to show that i/^jO in £2(F) implies Tty«|0 in
Í2(E). Since T* is order-preserving, Tty«! (that is, a -< ß implies Ttyß ^T't/O and
Ttya = 0 for all a; thus, we need only show infa(Ttya) (a) = 0 for all aeE+.
Since infa(Ttya)(a)

= infa^a(Ta),

we are through.

(6.2) Given a positive transformation T:E-+F. If T is continuous, then
T'ü(F) cz ¿2(E). ^4nd when ¿2(F) is separating on F, the converse holds.

Proof.

Assume T is continuous, and consider \j/e ¿2(F). Then if aa -* a in

E, (Tty)(aa) = (KTaa)-»«KTa)= (Tty)(a).Thus, T>e¿2(E). Now, let ¿2(F) be
separating

on F and assume T'fi(F) cr ¿2(E). Suppose aajO in E; we show

A«Taa = 0. Consider 0 5¡ b i£ Taa for all a, and let t¡/he any element of ¿2(F),\p ^ 0.
Then, 0 ^ tfr(b)^ iKTaa) = (Tty)(aa) for all a ; hence, 0 ^ ^(b) ^ inf^CT'ib)
(aa) = 0.
Since \¡i was an arbitrary positive element of ¿2(F), it follows b = 0. Thus, Taa JO
in F, and we are through.
Starting with a positive transformation

T:E->F, we have T':i2(F)-+ß(E),
and this in turn defines T":Í22(E)->Í22(F). E is a subspace of Í22(E) (in fact,

of ¿2(Í2(E))),and on E, T" is identical with T. (6.1) gives us
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T, T" is a continuous positive trans-

formation.
A linear transformation h:E-+F will be called a homomorphism if it preserves the operations V and A, that is, for every a,b e E, h(a V b) =(ha) V (hb)in-F, and similarly for h(a A b). A homomorphism is positive, so the preceding
discussion applies to it. Given a homomorphism h, hE is a sub-vector-lattice
of F and h-10 is an ideal of E. Also, given an ideal I of E, the canonical mapping 7t:E->E/I of E onto the quotient vector lattice is a homomorphism.

The following generalizes [7, (2.4)].

(6.4) If h:E->F

is a homomorphism, then h'£2(F) is an ideal in £2(E).

Proof. Set l = h_10. h^F) c T.x,hence, it is enough to show that it is an
ideal in Ix. Now, Ix is isomorphic with Í2(E/I), and E/I is isomorphic with hE;
thus, Ix is isomorphic with Q(hE). Moreover, h' can be identified with the

mapping n:£2(F)-*£2(hE) defined by mp = i¡/\hE. Thus, the theorem is reduced
to [7, (2.4)], and we are through.
(6.5) If h:E->F
homomorphism

is a homomorphism, then h":£22(E)-»£22(F) is also a

iand continuous (6.3)).

Proof. It is enough to show that for every a e£22(E), n"a+=(hMa)+.
Since h" preserves order, h"a+ ^h"a, hence h"a+ ^(h"a+). We prove the opposite inequality by showing i/f(h"a+) ^((h"a)+)
for all ^efi(F), tp ;> 0. Now

^(h"a+) = (hV)(a+)=

sup

0(a),

while
«K(h"a)+)= sup p(h"a) =

sup (típ)(a).

Thus the problem reduces to showing that if 0:S<£ghty, then cb= htp for
some p satisfying 0^/)^f
This follows from the proof of (6.4) and the Lemma

of [7,(2.4)].
Now let X and Y be compact spaces. If we have a homomorphism h :C(X)-»C(Y),
then from (6.5), h":M(X)->M(Y) is a continuous homomorphism. The converse is also true provided C(X) is carried into C(Y):
(6.6.) Given a homomorphism
ments are equivalent:

H:M(X)->M(Y),

the following

two state-

Io 77= h"/or some homomorphism h:C(X)->C(Y);
2° 77 is continuous and carries C(X) into C(Y).

Proof. Assume 2° holds, and set h = H |C(X); we show H = h". It is enough
to show v(Hf) = v(h"f) for all veL(Y) and feM(X). Writing the equality in
the form (H'v)(f) = (h'v)(f), we see we need only prove H'v = h'v for all veL(Y).
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Now from (6.2), H'LfY) c L(X), hence H'v is completely determined by its
values on C(X) (and of course h'v is also). Thus, the problem reduces to showing

(H'v)(f) = (h'v)(f) for all veL(Y) and f eC(X). Writing the equality in the form
v(Hf) = v(hf), and applying the definition of h at the beginning of the proof,
we are through.
Remark 1. Thus given any homomorphism h of C(X) into C(Y), there is
one and only one extension of h to a continuous homomorphism of M(X) into
M(Y), viz. h". This uniqueness agrees with the fact that M = C.
Remark 2. Note that a homomorphism of C(X) is automatically normcontinuous, since |f | ^ Al implies |hf | _ Ahl.
The continuity of hM also gives us

(6.7) Let h:C(X)-»C(Y) be a homomorphism. Then:
(a) 7/feM(X)

is u.s.c, h"f is u.s.c; and similarly for l.s.c Consequently,

huS(X)<=S(Y).
(b) h"Ba(X)cBa(Y),
(c) h"Bo(X)cBo(Y),
(d) httU(X)eU(Y).
A corollary of (a) is
(6.8) Let h:C(X)->C(Y) be a homomorphism. Then for every feM,

h"u(f) = «(h"f),

h"/(f)g /(h"f).

Remark. The converse of (6.8), or equivalently of (a) of (6.7) also holds: if
a homomorphism H:M(X)-»M(Y) is continuous and satisfies the conclusion
of either (6.8) or (a) of (6.7), then H = h."for some homomorphism h : C(X)-> C(Y).
For then H carries C(X) onto C(Y) (cf. (6.6)).
A continuous mapping q:Y->X determines a homomorphism h:C(X)-*C(Y)
by (hf)(y) = f(qy) for all feC(X), y eY (here of course the continuity of q is
meant with respect to the topologies of Y and X). It seems natural to call h the
transpose q' of q, and we will do so. In addition to being a homomorphism, q'

has the property that q'l = 1 (i.e., q'l(X) = 1(Y)). Stone has shown [13] that
conversely, a homomorphism of C(X) into C(Y) which carries 1 into 1 is the
transpose of a continuous mapping of Y onto X; otherwise stated, that 1° and
2° in the following theorem are equivalent.
(6.9) Given a mapping h:C(X)-»C(Y), the following statements are equivalent:
1° h is a homomorphism satisfying hl = l;
2° h = q\ where q is a continuous mapping of Y into X;

3° the mapping h':RC(Y)-*RC(X),defined by (h»(f) = <Khf) for
\¡ie RC(Y),f eC(X), carries Y into X.

all
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If one, hence all, of these hold, then clearly q = h'|Y. Moreover, h is one-one

if and only if q is onto.
We prove 3° is equivalent to the first two statements. Assume Io holds and
consider y eY. y is a homomorphism of C(Y) into R:y(h A k) = min(y(h),y(k))
for all h,k e C(Y). We show h'y has the same property with respect to C(X). Given

f,ge C(X),(h'jO(fAg)= y(h(fAg))=y(hfAhg)= min(y(hf),y(hg))= min((h'y(f),
(h'y)(g))- Thus h'yeXorh'y = 0. Since (h'y)(l) = y(hl) = y(l) = 1, the latter
possibility is eliminated and we have 3°. Now assume 3° holds, and denote h'| Y

by q. Defineq':C(X)->RY by (q'f)(y) = f(qy) for all feC(X), yeY. But then,
clearly q'f = hf for all f eC(X). This gives us first of all that q* carries C(X) into
C(Y), whence q is continuous, and then that 2° holds. The final statement in
the theorem follows immediately from the fact that qY is compact, hence,
closed in X.
Remark, h (i.e., q') in the above theorem and, more extensively, h" corresponds to the operation q_1 of set theory (of [15, §11]). Thus, to the two standard conditions for continuity of q: (a) for every closed set Z of X, q_1Z is
closed, and (b) for every set Z of X, Cl(q_1Z) c q_1Cl(Z), where "Cl" means
topological closure, we have (a') for every u.s.c. element f of M, h"f is u.s.c,

and (b') for every feM, u(h"f) = h"«(f).
In our discussion of a homomorphism h:C(X)-»C(Y) we have had no continuity assumption on h, that is, we have not assumed that fa j f in C(X) implies

hfa jhf in C(Y). For the following theorem, cf. [15, Theorem 22.3].
(6.10) Given a homomorphism h:C(X)-+C(Y),
1° h is continuous;

the following are equivalent:

2° h"Ra(X)cRa(Y).
Proof. Assume h is continuous,

and

consider

feRa(X),

f_0.

Let

B = {geC(Y)|g = h"f}; we show AB-in-C(Y) = 0, whence it will follow

h"f e Ra(Y).Let A = {k e C(X)| k = f}. Then (i) AA-in-C(X)= 0 and (ii) hAcB.
It follows from (i) and the continuity of h that AhA-in-CQO= 0. But from (ii),

AB-in-C(Y)
= AA-in-C(Y).
Now assume 2° holds, and suppose faj0 in C(X). Let f=/\f«;
hfa = h"fa|h"f (since h" is continuous). ButfeRa(X), hence h"feRa(Y),

then
hence

AIhf(t-in-C(Y)= 0.
Corollary.

If h:C(X)-»C(Y)

is a continuous

homomorphism,

then

h"Ra(X)cRa(Y).
An isomorphism h:E-»F of one vector lattice into another is a homomorphism which is one-one (into). It follows from standard vector space theory
that h'Q(F) is w(£î(E),E)-dense in Í2(E), and this in turn gives us that h" is also
one-one. Combining this with (6.5),
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(6.11) If h:E->-F is an isomorphism of E into F, then h":Q2(E)->í22(F)
is a continuous isomorphism.

7. Relations between C and the decompositions of M and L. We showed in (i) of
(4.9) that CnRa' = (c0)(G). We can say nothing particular about CnRa,
since we can have on the one hand, C n Ra = 0 (X = aN), and on the other
hand, C n Ra = C (X = [0,1]). What about the intersections of C with
(Ra')o, (Ra')i. (Ra)o, (Ra)i?

(7.1)(a) Cn(Ra')o = (c0)(G);
(b) Cn(Ra')1=Cn(Ra)1=Cn(Ra)0

= 0.

Proof, (a) follows from the opening statement above, which actually gives
us the property

(i) CnRa'c(Ra')0.
Two of the equalities in (b) follow from the fact that C n Mt = 0. It remains
to show C O (Ra)0 = 0. Since (Ra)0 = (M(K))0, we can, for simplicity, assume
X = K, that is, X has no isolated points. Then what we have to show is that

cnM0 = o.
Lemma. If X has no isolated points, Ly is separating on C.
This is proved by Loomis in [10]. More exactly, Loomis shows there exists
a nontrivial diffuse (regular) measure on X, but the lemma follows easily from
this. That C O M0 = 0 in turn follows immediately from the lemma.
We turn to the projections of C in the various components of M. We first
note the general theorem.

(7.2) 7/M = I©J, then
(a) C| is norm-closed;
(b) Ci = I (we recall that C, denotes the closure of CA;
(c) //Cnj
= 0, the projection mapping C-+C, is a norm-preserving
morphism.

iso-

This is not hard to show, and we omit the proof.
Corollary.

CRa< is norm-closed,

and CRa<= Ra'. Similarly,

Cga is norm-

closed, and Cr8 = Ra.

Actually, with respect to Ra', we can say more.
(7.2a) Every element of Ra' is the projection of a u.s.c. element and also
of an l.s.c. element. Thus, every element of Ra' is the supremum of a subset of
CRa. and the infimum of a subset o/CRa..
Remark. The last says Ra' is the cut-completion of CRa. (cf. §9).
Proof of (7.2a). Denote the projection M->Ra' by p, and consider

pS.
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From (3.6) each element of pS is the image of a u.s.c. element and of an l.s.c
element. We show pS is closed in Ra', hence from the corollary, pS = Ra'. It
is enough to show that if 0 ^ f = AA, A c pS, then f e pS. Let B be the set of
all positive u.s.c. elements carried into A by p; then A = pB. Denoting A,B by
g, we have pg = /\pB = AA = f, and since g is u.s.c, we are through.
CRa. itself has an additional property.
(7.3)

Given A<=CRa-, the following

are equivalent:

1° 0 = AA;
2° 0 = AA-in-CRa>;
3° A = BRa-, where B <=C and 0 = /\B-in-C.
Proof. 1° of course implies 2°. Assume 2° holds, let B = {geC+|pgeA}
(p, the projection M -> Ra'), and denote /\B by k. We show k eRa, which will

give 3°. Consider heC, Ogh^k.
Then 0 ^ph ^ pk = ApB = AA> hence
from 2°, ph = 0. It follows g - h e B for all g e B, whence f\g£Bg= Ageing- h)
= Ag EBg-h, and therefore h = 0. We thus have that Z(k) = 0; since k is u.s.c,
it follows keRa. Finally, assume 3° holds, and again let k = /\BeRa. Then

0 = pk = AA, and we have Io.
The implication 3° implies Io gives us the
Corollary.

The projection C->Ra'

is a continuous

homomorphism.

(7.4) ¿2(C) = ¿2(CRa,).
By the equality, we mean that ¿2(C) (which is also ¿2(Ra'))is isomorphic with
i2(CRa.)and that the multiplication between ¿2(C)and CRa. induced by the latter's
imbedding in Ra' gives the isomorphism.
We proceed to prove the theorem. Specifically, denoting the identity mapping
CRa.->Ra' by i, we show that i' restricted to ¿2(Ra') is an isomorphism with
¿XCRa-). In this proof p will denote the restricted projection p:C->CRa-. From
(7.3), p and i are continuous homomorphisms; hence, applying (6.2), i'carries
¿2(Ra') into ¿2(CRa.) and p' carries ¿2(CRa.) into ¿2(C). We thus have
C —^-> CRa. —!-» Ra',

¿2(C)«-£— ¿2(CRa.)<-!— ¿2(Ra') = ¿2(C).
Now p'oi' is the identity mapping on ¿2(C). For, given pe¿2(C), then for any
feC, p(f) = p(fRa,)4-p(fRa) = p(fRa,) = ^(iop'f) = (p oi'p)(f); since f was arbitrary, we have p = p'oi'p. Since p' is one-one (because p is onto), it follows
i1is onto, and is therefore the desired isomorphism.
We turn to Qj,. The inverse image of 0 under the projection C -» Cr„ is C O Ra'.
From (7.1), this is identical with (c0)(G), hence, from the discussion in §4

( s means isomorphic),
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(7.5) CRasCu(ia,sC(K).

This gives

(7.6) (a) £XCrJ S L(K)= ¿2(Ra)© (0(C)),,
(b) ñ(C5a)sñ(C(K)).
The best we can state analogous to (7.4) is
(7.7) (¿1(0))! <=¿2(C(K)), hence from (b) above, ü(Cr3) contains an isomorphic
image o/íñíC))^

This follows from the easily shown property: if fŒ10 in C(K), there exists
(via the Tietze Extension Theorem) a net gp|0 in C whose restriction to K is
a subnet of {f„}.
We need not have equality in (7.7) : if X = ocN, K consists of a single point y,

whence C(K) s R and yeÖ(C(K)), while (¿2(C))!=0.
8. The subspaces C + Ra and S 4- Ra. Since C + Ra is a direct sum, we will
write it C©Ra. If E!,E2 are two sub-vector-lattices of a vector lattice, their
sum Ex + E2 need not also be one. However.
(8.0)

If ¥ is a sub-vector-lattice of a vector lattice E, and I is an ideal in E,

then
(a) F +1 is a sub-vector-lattice of E;
(b) every ae(F + I)+ can be written a = b + c, where beF+

Proof.

To prove (a), we show (a + b)+ e F +1

(a + b)+=(a+-a_+b+-b-)V0

=

and eel.

for all a e F, bel.

(a++ b+) V(a" + b-)-(a-+

b").

Thus, it is enough to show that if a, c are in F+ and b, d are in I+, then

(a + b) V (c + d) e F + I. Well, (a + b) V (c + d) = a V c + b V d, hence
0g(a+b) V(c+d)-aVc^bVdeI.
It follows (a 4-b)V(c + d)-a V eel, and
therefore (a + b) V (c + d) e F +1.
To show (b), consider ae(F + I)+. a = a! + a2, a^F,
a2el. Writing this
a* —a 7 + a2 _ 0, we obtain a~x^a\ 4- a2 _ a\ + a2 . Since ax A a* = 0, it
follows a 7 g a2 and thus a7 e I. Then a = a* + (a2 —ai") is the desired decomposition.
(8.1) C©Ra

is a norm-closed sub-vector-lattice

Proof.

it

That

limn||(fn4-gn)-h||

is
=0,

a

sub-vector-lattice

where

fneC,

gneRa

of M.

follows

from

for all n. Then

(8.0).

Suppose

{fn + gn} is a

Cauchy sequence. Applying (3.5), {fn} is also a Cauchy sequence, and therefore
norm-converges to some feC. It follows {gn} norm-converges to h —f, and
since Ra is norm-closed, h —f e Ra. Thus, h = f 4- (h - f) e C © Ra, and we are

through.
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Remark. It follows from (8.1) and the open-mapping theorem that the
Banach space C © Ra is the topological direct sum of the Banach spaces C

and Ra.
The following theorem and corollary are what we would expect almost from
the very definition of Ra.

(8.2) Givena net %} in C © Ra, iff „I 0 in C © Ra, then fa|0 in M.
Proof. Let f = Aa^-in-M ar>d denote its components in Ra and Ra'byg
and h respectively. Suppose g# 0. Then there exists r e Ra such that 0 < r :g g.
But this gives 0 < r _ f, which contradicts the fact that /\xfx-in-C(&Ra = 0.

That h = 0 follows from (7.3) and the fact that (C © Ra)Ra. = CRa..

Corollary.

L = ¿2(C© Ra).

By the equal sign we mean again that the two sides are isomorphic and that the
multiplication between L and C© Ra induced by the latter's imbedding in M gives
this isomorphism.
Proof. As we know [7, (8.1)], Le i2(C©Ra)(infact,
Lis a closed ideal there).
From (8.2) above, Lc¿2(C©Ra);
we prove the opposite inclusion. Consider
cbe ¿2(C © Ra). Since C © Ra is a topological direct sum, we have cb= i¡i 4- co,
\¡f= (p\ Ra, co = cb|C. Since Ra is an ideal in C © Ra, cbinherits the continuity

of cb; thus \¡/e ¿2(Ra) c L. And coe £2(C)= L (actually coe ¿2(C)).It follows cbeL.
We turn to S + Ra. Our first theorem parallels a standard theorem in topology

[9, §8, V].
(8.3)

The following subsets of M are identical:

(a) S + Ra;
(b) {f|<5(f)eRa};
(c) the set of elements of the form g + h, where g is u.s.c. (g is l.s.c.) and

heRa.
Proof. Consider feS4-Ra. f = g + h, geS, heRa, hence from (2.17) and
(3.6), ¿(f) = <5(g)+ ¿(h) e Ra. Next, consider f such that ¿(f) eRa. Then

f=/(f) + (f-/(f)),

with 0 = f-/(f)=¿(f)eRa;

with 0^«(f)-f<¿(f)eRa.
and we are through.

and also f = «(f)-(«(f)-f),

The elements described in (c) are of course in S+Ra,

(8.4) S 4- Ra is a norm-closed sub-vector-lattice

of M.

Proof. That S + Ra is a sub-vector-lattice follows from the discussion preceding (8.1). Now suppose lim„ || fn - f || = 0, with ¿(fn)eRa for all n. Then
from (2.21) lim„|| ¿(fn) —¿(f) || =0, and the norm-closedness of Ra gives us

that ¿(f) eRa.
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Remark 1. S + Ra corresponds to the pointwise discontinuous functions

[9, §13, VI].
Remark 2. In general, S itself is not norm-closed—indeed, we would be
very interested in a description of its norm-closure. (8.4) gives us a partial
result :
(8.5) The norm-closure of S is contained
this norm-closure, ¿(f) eRa.

in S + Ra. Thus for every f in

(8.2) and its corollary hold also for S + Ra:
(8.6) Given a net {fa}in S + Ra, iff« J,0 in S + Ra, then fa|0 in M.
The first part of the proof is the same as that for (8.2). The second part is even
simpler, since instead of (7.3) we need only the fact that SRa.= Ra' (7.2a).

Corollary

L = Í2(S + Ra).

That L c ¿2(S + Ra) follows by the same argument as was used for the corollary to (8.2). Conversely, consider cbe¿2(S + Ra), (b'SzO.From the discussion
in [8, §2], we can write cb = \¡/ + co, i// Aco =0, where i¡/e i2(Ra) and co(Ra) =0.
Then \¡/e ¿2(Ra) cz L. co coincides on C with an element p of L; from the continuity of to, it follows easily that they coincide on S; and from the positiveness
of coand p, it follows p(Ra) = 0 ; hence coand p coincide on all of S + Ra, and are
therefore identical. Thus i¡/and coare in L, and therefore cbe L.
Remark. (8.6) and its corollary also hold for Ba + Ra, Bo + Ra, and U + Ra.

We note finally :

(8.7) (S + Ra)n(Ra')i=0.
To establish this, consider fe(S + Ra)n(Ra')l5
f3:0, and write it
f = /(f) + (f-/(f)). Since 0gZ(f)gf,
we have 0£f-/(f)^f,
and thus /(f)
and f-Z(f) are also in (Ra'),. But then /(f) = 0 from (7.1), and f-/(f) = 0
from (8.3).
9. The cut-completion of C. In this section we parallel Dilworth's characterization [2] of the completion by cuts, or normal completion, of C. It will
of course be the quotient space (S + Ra)/Ra. It corresponds in set theory to
Stone's characterization [13] of the Boolean algebra of sets with nowhere dense
frontier modulo the nowhere dense sets.

For each feM, we define

(9.1)

f*=«(/(«(f))),

We give two alternate

f* = Z(«(/(f))).

characterizations

of f* and f*. Let us call a subset

A of C with the property:

g^h/oraZZ

h^A

implies geA

(g,heC)
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an upper Dedekind segment of C (commonly called a normal subset); and
analogously for a lower Dedekind segment ofC It is easily seen that every subset of C is contained in a unique smallest upper Dedekind segment of C and a
unique smallest lower Dedekind segment of C.
Given f e M, let B = {g e C | g ^ f} ; then the unique smallest upper Dedekind
segment of C containing B will be called the upper Dedekind segment of C determined by f. The lower Dedekind segment of C determined by f is defined

similarly.

(9.2) Given feM,
(a)
(b)

f*= A A, where A is the upper Dedekind segment determined
f* is the smallest u.s.c. element g satisfying (f—g)+eRa.

The verification

of (a) is straightforward.

We show (b).

by f;

«((f-f*)+)

= (w(f-f*))+ = («(f) - /(f*))+, from (2.10) and (2.6). Now, it is easily verified
that /(f*) =/(«(f)), giving us «((f-f*)+) = ¿(«(f)); applying (3.6), we obtain
(f—f*) +eRa. Now, let g be any u.s.c. element such that (f-g)+eRa.

Then

"((f- g)+) £ Ra, hence the inequalities (/(«(f)) - g)+ = («(f)- g)+ = («(f- g))+
= «((f - g)+) (from (2.6) and (2.10)) give us that (/(«(f)) - g)+ e Ra. Since the
last is l.s.c, it follows it must be 0, and thus Z(«(f)) = g. This gives u(/(u(f))) ;£ g,
and we are through.

Similarly,
(9.3) Given feM,
(a) f* = V A, where A is the lower Dedekind segment determined
(b) f* is the largest l.s.c. element g satisfying (g —f)+ eRa.

by f ;

The next eight propositions cover the arithmetic of f* and f*.

(9.4)(a) fgg

implies f* = g*, f*=g*.

(b) For X= 0, (Af)*= Af*,(Af)*= Af*.
(c) i-f)* = -f*.
(d) f* = («(f))*, f* = (/(f))*.
(e) /(f) = fA=f*^«(f).

(f) Iff is l.s.c.,f* = «(f); iff is u.s.c, f* = /(f).
(g) f e Ra // and only if f* = f* = 0.

(h) f**= f*,f**=f*.
(9.5) For any bounded set A in M,
(a) (AfeAf)*áAreAf*=
VfeAf*^(VfcAf)*

(b) (Ar eAf)*= Af eAf*= Vf eAf*= (Vr .aO*.
For a finite number of elements, the first inequality in (a) and the last in (b)
become equalities:
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(f A g)* = f* Ag*,
(9.6)

(fVg)* = f*Vg*.

(9.7)

f* + g*á(f + g)*áf* + g*=í(f + g)*áf* + g*.

(9.8) Corollary.

f* -g* á (f- g)*<f* " g* è (f-g)*^f*
i* —g*

- g*.

Via (2.9) we obtain

(9.9) Given feM and geC, we have (f V g)* = f* V g, (f Ag)*) = f *A g,
(f + g)* = f* + g, and similarly with * replaced by *.

Corollary. (f*)+(= f+)*, (f*T=(f~)*, (f*)+=(f+)*, (f*)" = (r)*.

If we denote by mid(f,f*,f*) the element (f A f*)V f* = (f V f*) Af*
[16], then we can write f = mid(f, f*. f*) + (f-f*)+from mid(f, f*, f*) by a rare element. Also, it is not

(f-f*)";
hard

thus f differs
to show that

«(mid(f,f*. f*)) = f*andZ(mid(f,f*,f*))=f*; thus f*-f*=¿(mid(f,f*,f*)).
(9.10) Given feM,
Io feS + Ra;

the following are equivalent:

2° mid(f,f*, f*)eS + Ra;
3° f-f*eRa;
4° f-f*eRa;
5°f*-f*eRa;
6°f* = «(f*);
7°f* = Z(f*).
Following the terminology in topology, we will call feM a regular u.s.c.
element if f = f*, and similarly for regular l.s.c. element. It follows easily that
(9.11) Given feM, the following
1° f is a regular u.s.c. element;

are equivalent:

2°f = «(Z(f));
3° f=«(g)/or
some l.s.c. element g;
4° f = f\Afor some upper Dedekind segment A o/C.
And analogously for a regular l.s.c. element.

In terms of the above, part of (9.10) can be stated in a simple form.

(9.12) Given feM, f lies in S + Ra if and only if it differs from a regular
u.s.c. element by an element of Ra. ^4nd u.s.c. can be replaced by l.s.c.

We proceed to examine (S + Ra)/Ra. If I is an ideal in a vector lattice E and
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7i the canonical mapping of E onto the quotient vector space E/I, then E/I
is itself a vector lattice under the order defined by taking rcE+ for positive cone,
and 7tis a homomorphism. In particular, this holds for n : S + Ra -> (S + Ra)/Ra.
Moreover, since S + Ra is a Banach lattice and Ra is norm-closed, (S + Ra)/Ra
is also a Banach space, and in fact a Banach lattice.
(9.13) n maps the set of regular u.s.c. elements onto (S + Ra)/Ra, and
the mapping is one-one. Similarly, for the set of regular l.s.c. elements.

Proof. We note first that
(i)

7tf* £ng*

For, the

hypothesis

means

f*=f**^(g*+h)*^g**

that

implies î * ^ g*.

f*^g*+h

for

some

heRa,

hence

+ h* = g*((9.4), (9.7)). It follows from (i) that

7tf*= 7tg* implies f* = g*, and thus the mapping

is one-one. That it is onto

follows immediately from (9.12).
Remark. It is also immediate from (9.10) that the unique f* and the unique
g* in a given equivalence class are related to each other by f* = «(g*) = g*,

g*= /(f*)= f*.
(9.14) n is an isometry on the set of regular u.s.c. elements, and on the set
of regular l.s.c. elements. It follows n is an isometric isomorphism on C.

Proof.

We have to prove that if f and g are regular l.s.c. elements (say),

then ||s(f-g)||

= ||f-g||,

or equivalent^,

||(f- g) + h|| ^ ||f-g||

for all

h e Ra. Assume for the present that g ^ f. From the remark following (3.5), it
is enough here to show that Z(f—g) differs from f - g by an element of Ra and
has the same norm. This follows from (cf. (2.14))

(i) î(f-g)gf-gg«(/(f-g)).
Only the second inequality requires proof. From (2.6), «(Z(f —g)) ^ «(f —«(g))

£f-Z(«(g)) = f-g.
Now suppose we do not have g ^ f. (f —g)+=f —f Ag, and from (9.6),
f A g is also a regular l.s.c. element; hence, from the first part of the proof,

Nf-g)

+ || = ||(f-g)+||.

Similarly, ||n(f-g)-||

= ||(f-g)_ ||. Then, since

(S + Ra)/Ra is a Banach lattice and n a homomorphism,

= Nf-g)+||

= ||(f-g)+||

|| 7i(f—g) || ^ || (rc(f- g))+1|

and, similarly, |n(f- g)|| ^ ||(f- g)- ||. Thus,

||7r(f-g)||^max(||(f-g)+||,||(f-g)-||)=||f-g||.
We now verify that (S + Ra)/Ra is the cut-completion of C.
(9.15) (S + Ra)/Ra is a complete vector lattice and nC is dense in it. Indeed, each element o/(S + Ra)/Ra is the infimum of some subset of nC iand also
the supremum of some subset of nC).
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Lemma. If f = /\A, where the elements of A are u.s.c. ifience f is also), then
7tf= A71 A. Similarly for a supremum of l.s.c. elements.

Proof of the lemma.

Suppose 7rg_7rA

for some geS + Ra;

we show

jrg = Jtf. It is enough (9.10) to show g* = f. Well, from (9.12) and (f) of (9.4),
g* = h* = /(h) _ h for all h e A, hence, g* = AA = f.
(9.15) now follows from the lemma and (9.13).
We note finally, that n preserves the suprema and infima already existing

in C:
(9.16) 7r|C:C->(S + Ra)/Ra

is continuous.

Suppose 0 = AA-in-C, and let f = AA. Then feRa, hence rcf= 0. But from
the lemma above, nf = A^A, and we are through.

(9.17) ¿2(C)= ¿2((S+ Ra)/Ra).
The equality is meant in the following sense. We have a multiplication /i(f)
between ¿2(C) and S + Ra, induced by their imbeddings in L and M. For a given
p e ¿2(C), pif) = 0 for all f e Ra, hence p has a constant value on each equivalence
class in S + Ra modulo Ra. Thus, we have a uniquely defined multiplication
between ¿2(C) and (S + Ra)/Ra ; this multiplication gives an isomorphism of

¿2(C) with ¿2((S+ Ra)/Ra).
We proceed to prove this. For simplicity, let us denote (S + Ra)/Ra by <€.
S + Ra is separating on ¿2(C), hence, % is also. It follows the above multipli-

cation imbeds ¿2(C) in Q.($); and from (9.13), the imbedding is in ¿2(^). We
denote this imbedding by j:¿2(C)^¿2(^). It is completely described by
i]p)inf) = pif) for all /¿e¿2(Q and feC.
For simplicity also, let us write 7ifor 7t|C. We thus have 7i:C->^ andfromit,
7t':í2Cr)->L. re* carries ¿2(#) into ¿2(C). For, consider vei2(^),v = 0, and
suppose f„ j.0 in C; then 7ifaI0 in ^ (9.16), hence, infa0rV)(fa) = infav(7ifa) = 0,
and so 7t've¿2(C).

We thus have

Í2(C)—Î-* ñC¡?)—^ Í2(C).
Since ((7c'oj)/i)(f) = (Jp)inf) = /i(f) for all p e ¿2(C) and f e C, ji'oj is the identity map. We show j is onto and rc'is one-one, whence it will follow that j is an
isomorphism. Given ve¿2C^), v defines p on C by /i(f) = v(îrf), and (9.16) gives
us that /ieñ(C); clearly j/i = v, and thus j is onto. Given veñ(^) such that
7t'v = 0, we have v(7rC)= (7t'v)(C) = 0; since nC is dense in "?, it follows v = 0,
and thus 7t' is one-one.

For X = [0,1], ¿2(C)= 0 (§4), hence
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has no continuous linearfunc-

We note finally (cf. (7.2a) and the remark following it) that
(9.18) 7/¿2(C) is separating on C, then Ra' is isomorphic with the cut-com-

pletion of C.
10. The ideal Me of meager elements. The u-closure of Ra will be denoted
by Me, and its elements will be called meager. We have immediately,
(10.1)

Me is a a-closed, hence norm-closed,

ideal, and Ra <=Me c Ra.

Me is in general strictly larger than Ra, that is, f e Me does not imply /(«(f)) = 0.
However, we still can draw two strong conclusions from the statement that
feMe. The first is simply the Category Theorem (3.3) restated:

(10.2) For all feMe,

Z(f)= 0 = «(f).

Corollary

1. Me n C = 0.

Corollary

2. MefiScRa.

To show this last, consider feMenS,

Then /(f) = 0 from (10.2) and f-/(f)eRa

f = 0, and write f =/(f) + (f -/(f)).

from (3.6).

We turn to the second conclusion. In general, feRa does not imply «(f)eRa
(cf. (b) of (4.9)). Such an implication does hold for feRa by the very definition

of Ra. It also holds for feMe:
(10.3) For all feMe, «(f)eRa.
Proof. Assume first that f = 0. f=Vn°°=ign> gneRa,gn=0

(n = l,2, •••).

Since «(gn)eRa also, we can replace f by V™=i"(gn); hence for simplicity, we
will assume the gn's are all u.s.c. To show u(f) e Ra, we show that for every
p e ¿2(C), p _ 0, we have ¿¿(«(f)) = 0. Let p be any such p, and consider e > 0.

From [6, (6.10)] and the fact that /i(f) = 0, there exists g l.s.c. such that g _ f
and pig) _ e. Then /x(«(f)) = /i(«(g)) = pig) (3.6) _ e. Since e was arbitrary, it

follows M«(f)) = 0. For general f e Me, we have (2.11) «(f) = w(f+)- Z(f")e Ra,
from the first part of the proof.

Corollary.

If f is in Me, then «(f), /(f), and ¿(f) are all in Ra.

Ra and Me correspond, of course, to the families of nowhere dense sets and
sets of first category in topology. However, it is possible to have feRa while
the set {x e X | f(x) =£0} is of first category but not nowhere dense. As an example,
let X = [0,1], A = {xn} the set of rational numbers in X, and f the element of
M0 defined by f(xn) = 1/n (n = 1,2, •••), fix) = 0 otherwise. Then f e Ra, but A
is of first category without being nowhere dense. This corresponds to the fact
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«(lf) =1). By way of illustration, this divermaking more precise a simple theorem in
function-theoretic theorem states that «(f)
of first category [3, Lemma 4]; (3.6) tells

us more: that «(f) —feRa.
We turn to a comparison of Me and Ra with respect to the specific properties
of Ra already developed in the paper. (3.4) and (3.5), and the remark following
(3.5), carry over unchanged to Me (cf. (10.2)). Property (a) of (3.6) does not
carry over: in the paragraph above, lfeMe while ¿(1^ = 1.
From the corollary of (5.4), we have

(10.4) If ¿2(C) is separating on C, then Me = Ra.
The inclusions of (10.1) give us that ¿2(Me) = ¿2(Ra). Corollary 1 of (10.1)
gives us that C + Me is a direct sum, C © Me, and the same argument as was
used for (8.1) gives us that it is a norm-closed sub-vector-lattice of M. Finally,
the argument for (8.2) and its corollary give us again that (i) if fa|0 inC©Me,

then fa|0 in M, and (ii) L = ¿2(C© Me).
Now, consider S + Me. It corresponds in topology to the family of sets with
the Baire property [9, §§11, 28]. And, as in topology, we have
(10.5)

Given f e S + Me, we can write f = g + h, where g is l.s.c. and h e Me.

For, f = f1+f2, fxeS, f2eMe, hence f = /(fj) + (f2 + ft - /(ft)) is the desired decomposition (3.6).
(10.5) is of course the analogue of (c) in (8.3). In contradistinction to S + Ra,
we have
(10.6)

S + Me is a-closed ihence norm-closed).

Proof. It is enough to show that given {hn} cz (S + Me)+, if h = Vnh„, then
heS + Me. For each n, ha = fn + gn, fneS, gneMe; from (8.0), we can take

fn ^ 0, and from (10.5), we can replace it by Z(fn),hence for simplicity we can
assume fn is a positive l.s.c. element. Since {hn} is bounded, it follows from (a)
of (3.4) that {fn} is also bounded, and a fortiori, {gn} is too. Let f = VA; f ¡s

of course l.s.c.

o)
For,

Ag„=a-fáVgnn

n

Ang„ = An(h„ - f„) ^ An(h ~ Q = h - Vnfn = h - f, and Vngn

= Vn(hn- O Í1Vn(h„- 0 - V»h„- f = h - f. Combining(i) with (10.1),we
have h - fe Me, whence h = f + (h-f)eS

+ Me.

It follows from (10.6), just as in topology, that

(10.7) Corollary.

Bo <=S + Me, hence S + Me = Bo + Me.
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And also, just as in topology [17, p. 178],

(10.8) (Bo + Me)/Me = (S + Ra)/Ra.
For, (Bo + Me)/Me = (S + Me)/Me = S/S n Me = S/S n Ra = (S + Ra)/Ra,
the third equality following from Corollary 2 to (10.2).
The (T-closedness of Me in M makes it also (T-closed in any (T-closed subset
of M containing Me; in particular

(10.9) Me is a a-closed ideal in S + Me.
The arguments used in §8 (together with (10.7)) also give us

(10.10) Given a net {Q in S + Me, i/f^O in S + Me, then f^O in M.
Corollary.

L = ¿2(S + Me).

As in (8.17),

(10.11) (S + Me)n(Ra')i=0.
For this it is sufficient to note that in the proof of (8.7) we actually only need
that ¿(f) e Ra (not Ra). This is supplied for us by the corollary to (10.3).
We again remark that (10.10) and its corollary hold for U + Me .|
The regular u.s.c. element f* determined by an element f of M has been
characterized by three equivalent properties: the one used to define it in (9.1),
and the two properties in (9.2). The question arises, does each feM determine
an analogous element in terms of Me? We show

(10.12) Given feM,

there exists a smallest

u.s.c

element g satisfying

(f-g) +eMe.
This is of course similar to (b) of (9.2). We do not know any characterization
of this smallest u.s.c. element similar to (9.1) or (a) of (9.2). Our proof takes
up the remainder of this section. It is based on Kuratowski's proof of the corresponding theorem in topology [9, §10, Théorème III]. We do this by reducing
the problem to one involving components of 1, where Kuratowski's argument
can be paralleled. It seems to us a direct proof (not involving components of 1)
should be possible, but we have been unable to obtain one.

Lemma. Given a family

{gj

of l.s.c. elements and feM,

if f Ag„eMe

for all x, then V«(f A ga)e Me.
A proof of this lemma is given in the Appendix (II). We proceed to prove
the theorem.
(I) Given a component e of 1, there exists a smallest u.s.c. component d
of 1 satisfying (e —d)+ e Me ithat is, the theorem holds for components of 1).
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Let {da} be the set of u.s.c. components of 1 with the above property. Denoting
1 - da by ea, we have that ea is l.s.c. and e Aea=(e - da)+. It follows from the

Lemma that \fae A eae Me. Thus, (e - AA)+ = (V.(e - <U)+ = V*(e - da)+
= V«e AeaeMe,

and /\adx is the desired d.

Turning to a general feM, we can assume Ogf^l.
For each O^A^l
let e(A) = l(f_Ai)+ and let d(A) be the corresponding u.s.c. component of 1 given

by (I). It is easily verified that

(i) Xy^ A2 implies d(At) ^ d(A2).
Now for each n = 1,2,-", define

g"=kY1èd(^)'
(II)

h"=kY1èd(^r1)'

The two sequences {g„}, {hn} have the following properties:

(ii) gn and h„ are u.s.c. jor every n;

(iiOgiágaágsá-áhsáhjáh,;
(iv) ¡ hn-gn ¡a 1/2".
(ii) is clear; we show (iii).

-.♦.
-îiM^vi mimv [M^)})Straightforward

computation

shows that the expression in each bracket is

Ú (j/2")d((j - l)/2n), and thus hn+1z%Vj2=i(J/2n)d((j- l)/2") = hn. Again

**>-S,M£\
- IIMMv ii 2^<mSince the expression in the first bracket is gn, we have gn+1 g gn. That gn ^ hn

for every n follows directly from (i).
We now show (iv).

hn-gn= £ ¿ d(^)

kYi 2n

- £ |r dfe)

\ 2" / - 2n

This completes the proof of (II).
It follows from (II) that Vngn= Anbn> and this common element is u.s.c;

we denote it by h.

(III) (f-h)+eMe.
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(f- h)+ = Vn(f - h„)+, and thus we need only show (f - hn)+eMe for each n.
Noting that e(0) = lf, hence fe(0)=f, we have (f- hn) + = (f - (l/2n)d(0))+ (definition of h„) = (fd(0)+f(e(o)-d(0))*- (l/2n)d(0))+= (fd(0)- (l/2n)d(0))++(e(0) - d(0)) +.
Since d(0) = ld(0), the first term in this last expression becomes [(f —(l/2n)l)+]d(0)
^(f-(l/2n)l)+^e(l/2n)^d(l/2n)
+ (e(l/2n)-d(l/2n))+.
We thus obtain
(f- hn)+ = d(l/2n) + [(e(l/2n) - d(l/2n))+ + (e(0) - d(0))+], where the term in
brackets is an element of Me (I) and is disjoint from d(l/2n).
Assume we have showed that for k<2n-l,
(f-hn)+ ^ d(k/2n) + m(k),
where m(k) is an element of Me disjoint from d(k/2"). We show that then a
similar inequality holds with k replaced by k + 1. To do this, it is enough to
work with [(f-hn)+]d(k/2»), since [(f-hn)+]m(k)eMe.
Well, [(f-hj+^j.,
= [(f-((k+l)/2n)d(k/2n))+]d(k/2n) (definition of hn)=[(f - ((k+l)/2")l)+]d(k/2n)

= e((k + l)/2n) = d((k + l)/2n) + (e((k + l)/2n) - d((k + l)/2n))+, with the last
term in Me.
Repeating the process 2n—2 times gives us finally that
(f - hn)+ = d((2n - l)/2n) + m(2n - 1),
where m(2n—l)eMe.
(f-h„)+Ad((2n-1)/2n)
A d((2"

)/2") = [(f

= fen-D/a»,

We complete the proof of (III) by showing that
= 0, whence (f -hn)+ =m(2n - l)eMe. (f - hn)+
— hn)+]d((2n_1)/2n)

=

(fd((2n_l)/2n)

— (hn)d((2n_ l)/2n)) +

- d((2n - l)/2n))+ (definition of hn) = [_(f- l)+]d((2„_1)/2n)= 0,

sincef ^ 1.
To establish (10.12), it remains only to show
(IV) If g is a u.s.c. element satisfying (f - g)+ e Me, then g _ h.
Since h = Vngn> it is enough to show that for any n and 1 ^ k g 2n,
g^(k/20)d(k/2n) (definition of gn). For simplicity of notation, we denote k/2 n

by A; thus d(k/2n) = d(A).Assume the desired inequality does not hold. (Al-g)+
is l.s.c, hence c = l(A1_g)+ is l.s.c. also. d(A) —d(A) Ac is then u.s.c; denote

it by b.
(v) b<d(A).
Suppose b = d(A).Then d(A)A c = 0. Now (Ad(A)- g) +^ (Al - g)+ ^ c ; since

(Ad(A)
- g)+ = Ad(A)= d(A), it follows (Ad(A)
- g)+ = d(A)A c = 0. This says
g^Ad(A), contradicting

our assumption on g; thus (v) holds. We show

(e(A)-b)+eMe, which will contradict the definition of d(A).e(A)= e(A)Ad(A)
+(e(A)-d(A))+,

with the last term lying in Me, hence, we need only show

(e(A)Ad(A)-b)+eMe.

(e(A)Ad(A)-b)+ = e(A)A(d(A)-b)
= (d(A)-b)eW
= (d(A)-b)(f_A1)+
= (d(A)-b)(t(da)_b)_A(da)_b))+
= (d(A)-b)(f(dU)_b)_g(dU)_b))*,
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the last inequality coming from the inequality, A(d(A)—b) ^ g(d(A)-b)>
which can
be verified by routine computation. Now
(d(A)-b)(f(dU).b)_g(dU).b))+

= (d(A)-b)(f_g)+(d(A).b)

^

l(f_g)+eMe,

and we are through.

11. When C is a complete vector lattice. The material in this section stems
principally from Dixmier's paper [3] (cf. our earlier discussion in §5).
In line with our general rule on terminology, we write simply "complet" for
"vector-lattice complete."
(11.1) The following statements are equivalent:
Io C is complete;

2° f l.s.c. implies «(f) eC;
3° every regular u.s.c. element lies in C;

4° f*eC for every feM.
And of course 2°, 3°, 4° can be replaced by the statements
changing u.s.c. and l.s.c, «(f) and /(f), and f* and f*.

obtained

in inter-

Proof. That 2°, 3°, and 4° are equivalent follows from (9.11). We show
Io implies 2°. Consider an l.s.c. element f and let A = {geC|g ^f}, whence
f = \JA. Since C is complete, there exists h = VA-in-C. Then, h ^ f and is the
smallest element of C with this property. It follows h = «(f). That 2° implies

Io is immediate.
Corollary.
C is complete if and only if every element of S differs from
an element of C by an element of Ra. 7n which case,

(a) C + Ra = S + Ra,
(b) C + Me = Bo + Me.

The second of these follows from (10.7).
(11.1) corresponds to the Stone-Nakano Theorem that C is complete if and
only if X is extremally disconnected [14], [11] (cf. [3, §1]). For the corollary,

cf. Theorem 9 in [14].
Another corollary of (11.1), via (9.13), is
(11.2) 7/C is complete, it is isomorphic with (S + Ra)/Ra.
(This of course also follows from the fact that (S + Ra)/Ra is isomorphic with
the cut-completion of C.)
As we know (10.8), (S + Ra)/Ra is isomorphic with (Bo + Me)/Me. We
digress here to note
(11.3) 7/C is a-complete, it is isomorphic with (Ba + Me)/Me.
The interest in this theorem is that it corresponds to the Loomis-Sikorski
Theorem that a tr-complete Boolean algebra is isomorphic to a ff-closed field
of subsets of its Stone space modulo a a-closed ideal of subsets [15, §29]. We
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need only show that if C is u-complete, C + Me is (T-closed. This will give (11.3),
since then C + Me = Ba + Me, and the isomorphism of C with (C + Me)/Me
is immediate.

Consider {hn}c (C + Me)+, with h = VAi- For each n, hn = fn + g„, fneC,
gneMe; from (8.0), we can take fn _ 0. Since {hn} is bounded, it follows from
(3.4)that{fn} is also bounded, hence a fortiori {gn} is too. Let f = \/afn; then
«(f) eC (since C is a-complete, the argument is the same as for (11.1)), and

«(f) - f e Ra c Me. As in the proof of (10.6), Angn = n ~ f = Vngn>hence,

A g„- («(f)- 0 = h - «(f)= V gn- («(f)- On

n

Since the first and last terms are in Me, h —«(f) is also; we thus have

h = «(f) + (h - «(f)) e C + Me, and we are through.
We return to the case where C is complete. It follows easily from (7.2a) and

(11.1) that
(11.4) If C is complete, CRa.= Ra'.
One consequence of this is that if C is complete, CRa. is reflexive with respect
to continuity, since Ra' is (we say E is reflexive with respect to iorder) continuity if ¿2(E) is separating on E and the canonical imbedding of E in ¿22(E)
is onto). If ¿2(C) is separating on C, then CRa. is isomorphic with C. Thus (cf.
the corollary to Theorem 1 in [3]) :
(11.5) The following statements are equivalent:
1° C is complete and Í2(C) is separating on C (i.e., X is hyperstonian
2° C is reflexive with respect to continuity;
3° CRa. = Ra'.

[3]);

We strengthen two of the theorems in §5. (5.3) becomes

(11.6) If C is complete, then for each /¿e¿2(C), MM= CM.More explicitly,
given heMM, h = 0, then «(h)eC and (w(h)L.= h.
The first statement here is a corollary of (11.4), but for the entire theorem
we need more detail. From the corollary to (5.2), («(h))M= h. We show «(h) eC.
(5.2) gives us that (/(u(h)))„ = h, hence h = /(«(h)) = u(h). Since /(«(h))eC, it
follows /(«(h)) = «(h), and we are through.
Remark. In particular, «(LJeC, and thus the support of p is both open
and closed [12, Satz 11.4], [3, Proposition 3].
The corollary to (11.1) combined with (10.4) gives us
(11.7) If C is complete and ¿2(C) is separating on C, then C + Ra = Bo + Me.
This in turn gives us a strengthening of (5.5) [3, Proposition 6]:
(11.8) 7/C is complete and ¿2(C) is separating

on C, then

Pj Jiip) = C + Ra = Bo + Me.
fjeñ(C)
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12. More on homomorphisms of C. We saw in (6.7) that, given a homomorphism h:C(X)->C(Y), h" carries each l.s.c. element of M(X) into an l.s.c.
element of M(Y). If h is an isomorphism, we can show the following partial
converse (we denote both 1(X) and 1(Y) simply by 1).

(12.1) Let h:C(X)->C(Y) be an isomorphism whichsatisfies: hl = l. Then for
feU(X), h"f l.s.c. implies f l.s.c.
Proof. We can assume O^f^l.
not hard to show.

We use two general lemmas which are

Lemma 1. Given feU, the following are equivalent:
Io f is l.s.c;
2° f is lower semicontinuous on L+ under w(L,C);
3° f is lower semicontinuous on X.

Lemma 2. Given f l.s.c, 0 ^ f ^ 1.
(a) For each A ^ 0, l(f_A1)+ is l.s.c.

(b) |jf- 1/n B.tVttMWiSl/n
We proceed to prove the theorem.

(«-U,-)We note first that, since in any C,

¡f|=inf{A|Alè|f|},
(i) h is an isometry.
We next reduce the theorem to the case where f is a component of 1.
(ii) For any geM(X), h"lg = lhug.
For, taking g ^ 0 for simplicity, since h" is a continuous homomorphism,

h"lg= h"(V„l Ang) = V„h"(lAng) = V„(httlA h"ng)= V„d Anh"g)= lh«g.
It follows from (ii) that for every A^O, h"^-^*

= l^tt-ny

= l(httf-Ai)+-

Combining this with (i), Lemma 2, and the fact that the set of l.s.c. elements
is norm-closed, we obtain the desired conclusion that we need only prove (12.1)
for the case where f is a component of 1.

h"f is then also a component of 1, for h"f A (1 - h"f) = h"f A h"(l - f)
= h"(f A(l-f)) = 0. Thus f takes on only the values 0, 1 on X, and h"f
takes on only the values 0,1 on Y. Set A = {x | fix) = 0} and B = {y | (h"f)(y) = 0} ;
since h' carries Y onto X (6.9), A = h'B. Now h"f is lower semicontinuous on Y
(Lemma 1), hence B is compact, hence A is closed, hence f is lower semicontinuous on X, and thus (again from Lemma 1) f is l.s.c.
In our second paper, we stated the following [7, (8.8)] :
(12.2) Every l.s.c. element in Ba is the supremum of a countable subset
of C iand similarly for every u.s.c. element in Ba).

Our "proof" there is completely erroneous. The following argument (indeed
the theorem itself) is an adaptation from Halmos [5, §51, Theorem D].
Given a set A in M, let us denote by a A the c-closure of A, that is, the smallest
ff-closed set in M containing A. Now consider g l.s.c, geBa. By a standard
argument [5, §5, Theorem D], g e oA where A is a countable subset of C, and
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we can assume 1 eA. Then the norm-closed sub-vector-lattice generated by A
is an (M)-space which is separable in the norm topology, hence can be written
as C(Z), where Z is a compact metric space.
Let i:C(Z)-*C = C(X) be the identity mapping. Then i is an isomorphism
with il = 1, and we can apply (12.1). Now A c iC(Z) = i"C(Z), so from the continuity of i", o~Ac i"Ba(Z). Applying (12.1), g = i"f, where f is an l.s.c. element
of M(Z). Since Z is compact metric, f = Vnfn>{fn} =C(Z). It follows—again
from the continuity of i"—that g = Vni"f„> and since i"C(Z) = iC(Z) c C(X), we

are through.

Appendix I
Proof of (4.2). Replacing E by Ï if necessary, we can assume I is dense in E;
then what we need to show is that ¿2(1)n Í2(E) = ¿2(E). Since a continuous linear
functional on E is a fortiori continuous on I, we have immediately that

¿2(E)c ¿2(1)O £2(E). We show equality.
For the remainder of the proof, we denote the weak topology defined by I
on Í2(I), Í2(E), or any of their subsets simply by w(I).
(i) ¿2(E) is w(I)-c/osed in ¿2(1)O £2(E).
In effect, from [7, (3.3)], the closure of ¿2(E) in £2(1)is w(I)-closed there. Since
¿2(E) is already closed in ¿2(1)n Í2(E), we have (i). Now ¿2(E) is separating on I,
consequently is w(I)-dense in ¿2(1),hence in Q(I) n Í2(E). Combining this with
(i) gives us that ¿2(E)= Í2(I)O Í2(E).

Appendix II
Proof of the Lemma in (10.12). We follow [9, § 10, Théorème III] for parts
(a) and (b) of this proof.
(a) Let {a} be the set of all ordinals < some ordinal n, and {ga} a set of
I.S.C elements bounded above. Set hx = g1; and for x > 1, h„ = /((ga —\fß<aeß)+)-

Then V«g«á«(VA)It is enough (2.3) to show that for each a < n, ga _ ui\fßaxhß). This is trivially
true for a = 1. Consider any x<n, and suppose it is true for all ß < x. From

(2.4),u(V««b*)- «(V/><«V
V «GO.Also
(i) «(V„<A)= «(V/r<«g,)
= K«(V/r<.g,));
(ii) «aÜ^[g«-/(«(V/,<ag„))]+(i) follows

directly

from

the

induction

hypothesis.

We

show

(ii).

h. = /((g.- V,<£,)+) = (/(g. - Vß<£ß))+ (2.10) = (g, - uiyß<xgß)y (2.6).
Hence «(ha)= («(g. - «(V„«g/))))+ (2-10) = (g. - /(«(V/.<ag/»)))+
(2-6). Since the
supremum of the right side of (i) and the right side of (ii) is g„, we have

«(V/KA) = g*>and therefore (a).
(b)

The lemma is true for the case where f and all the ga's are components

o/l.
Well-order the «'s and define {hj as in (a). Since the ga's are components of 1,
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the ha's are mutually disjoint. Now from (a), Vaga á "(VA)

è VA

+ ¿(VA)-

This gives in turn, V«(fA g«)= f A (V.ga) ^ f A (VA) + ¿(VA)- Since VA
is l.s.c, ¿(VA) e Ra; we show f A (VA)e Me. We can write it V«f A ha. Each
f AhaisinMe+,
hence can itself be written f Aha= Vne«n»e<meRa+(n = l,2,"-).
For each n, let en = V«ean- Since the ha's are disjoint, en A ha = ean for all a;
therefore, from (3.7), each en is in Ra. Then V«(f A ha) = Vnen e Me, and (b)

is proved.
Turning to the lemma, assume first that f ^ 0 and ga ^ 0 for all a; and for
simplicity, let f £1. Then lfc is l.s.c. for all a; and lf A lgit= lfAg„ eMe for

all a. The inequality V„f A ga ^ V«1^. = V«lf A lg„ combined with (b), then
gives us that

\/xf AgaeMe.

For general f, {ga} satisfying the hypothesis of the lemma, we note first that
[Va(f Agit)]+ = V»(f+ Aëx )> which is in Me from the immediately preceding
argument. Then, choosing an arbitrary a0,f A g*0¡S V«(f A ga) á [V«(f A ga)] + .
Since the first and last of these are in Me, so is yjf A ga), and we are through.
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